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tHe	Ruins	by	tHe	bay
SAN FRANCISCO—THE RUINS BY THE BAY
Sure, tomo, you've heard all the stories. first came the nukes. Then the Great 

Quake. now San francisco is nothing but smoldering ruins crawling with hybrids 
and scavengers, right?

Wrong.

Well, okay… there are hybrids and scavengers, but there's still a lot more to The 
city than those. Quite frankly, the nuke that hit frisco did more damage to what 
was once San Bruno—the airport was the real target—and while there was some 
radioactive fallout, most of it was carried by the prevailing winds and currents to 
other parts of the bay… mostly oakland and San Jose.

nah… the quake was what really did a number on The city. Even though San 
francisco was built with an eye toward surviving an earthquake or two, none of 
those tall buildings and causeways were capable of holding out for five minutes of 
sustained shaking. Most of them at least partially tumbled down, and thousands 
of people perished—either in the quake itself or the various following catastro-
phes of fire, plague and famine.

But the destruction of a city doesn't necessarily mean the death of a city. Just ask 
the Japanese. all comments about Hiroshima and nagasaki aside (although they 
demonstrate that nukes won't necessarily do the job), when Tokyo was nearly 
leveled by the Second Great Kanto Earthquake, it was only a matter of a few years 
before corporate and civic interests had Japan's capital rebuilt. Granted, San fran-
cisco was a little more short of sims and motivation than the Techno-Shogunate, 
but still… frisco had been rebuilt from nearly total quake destruction once before.

now, don't get me wrong: San francisco isn't a big, bustling population center 
any more. in 2060, when the last official United States census was taken, The city 
was pushing a population of about 1.2 million. after the war and the bombs and 
the Great Quake, it's estimated that about one percent of that—maybe about 12 
thousand—remains in what could be called the 'metropolitan area' of San fran-
cisco. To put it in perspective, ami, San francisco would qualify as a proper city if 
we were still in the middle-ages.

and once you leave frisco and head into the wastelands of the Dead Zone, all bets 
are off… You'd be lucky to find a handful of people in a hundred square miles. The 
central Valley is mostly marshland in the north and desert in the south. Without 
any infrastructure to speak of, most communities died—either literally, or through 
a slow process of migration and dismantling. So the peeps leaving the wastes ei-
ther had to go south through the desert, north or east through the mountains, 
or west to what was left of San francisco. So The city still has some life left in it.

Besides, there were visionaries who figured if Los angeles could rise from the 
ashes in an area almost bereft of any natural resources, San francisco oughta be a 
breeze—at least it has ready access to lumber and fresh water. or course, there's 
also those gauchos from La who are wanting frisco rebuilt so they can have access 
to those same resources… but i'll get back to them in a bit.

The bottom line is frisco is far from dead. it's just running a really nasty fever—
what with humans and hybrids all shooting each other and trying to emerge as 
numero Uno—so if you've got enough balls (or at least enough ammunition), The 
city is a freewheeling opportunity to carve yourself a little niche in the wasteland. 
or, if you'd prefer a bit more security, you can always help someone else carve 
their little niche in return for a piece of the pie.

Posted 06/23/2088 13:21
>PaYn_Man: yah but la iz way cooler then sf.

Posted 06/23/2088 16:04
>MaGPiE: no way! i was down there last 

summer and couldn't get enough ac. @_@

Posted 06/23/2088 16:22
>PaYn_Man: ... d00d... r u for real?

Posted 06/23/2088 17:01
>cHaron: careful, PaYn. Word is that MaG-

PiE has blood tats.

Posted 05/22/2088 7:08
>orion: The “free city” of L.a. isn’t the only 

one’s interested in frisco either. cascadia 
would love to claim northern california and 
enfold San fran into the greater whole. of 
course it means a sizable investment in terms 
of infrastructure.

Posted 5/22/2088 7:34
>LUcifEron: not to mention the costs in 

pacifying the gangs, freebooters, crazies, and 
others who are living in the area playing “Mad 
Max”. as strange as it sounds, L.a. if L.a. can 
put together the forces and claim frisco for 
themselves, you might start to see the rebirth 
of california as a free State.

Posted 5/22/2088 8:01
>D-V8: What about the cartels in the bad 

lands, do you think they’ll make a play as well?

Posted 5/22/2088 8:13
>BiLLY_BLacK_EYES: The cartels are still 

smarting from getting kicked out of Mexico, 
but they don’t have the interest in california. 
it would involve to much rebuilding, to much 
investment. With the nac government unwill-
ing to spend the manpower to enforce order 
in the badlands, they’d rather stay there cook 
up their product and ship it to the places like 
the free cities of Phoenix and Vegas, while 
also smuggling it back into Mexico and into 
the greater nac. 

Posted 5/22/2088 8:22
>EaGLE_EYE: course where ever there’s 

willing customers, the cartels are gonna be. 
The Dead Zone still has plenty of people who 
want to get high. The cartels do deal in the 
area, but they don’t go farther north, cascadia 
owns the monopoly on selling their own 
people poison.

Posted 5/22/2088 8:25
>orion: You call it Poison, i call it freedom 

of choice.

Posted 5/22/2088 8:30
>BiLLY_BLacK_EYES: Guys, before this turns 

into a moral argument on drug use, let’s get 
back to talking about San francisco.
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tHe	Ruins	by	tHe	bay
LIVING (AND DYING) IN SAN FRANCISCO
conventional wisdom says the people of San francisco abandoned her after the 

Big Quake, but it would be more fair to say the rest of the world abandoned San 
francisco. There were plenty of peeps who stayed in The city for any number of 
reasons: some couldn’t afford to run; some preferred to stay hidden; some were just 
too damn stubborn to leave.

But anarchy acts like something of a vacuum, drawing power-seekers and power-
evaders in equal measure —witness Somalia, which has been effectively operating 
without a true ‘government’ for just short of a century now. in fact, some pundits 
have dubbed frisco “the Mogadishu of the West”. While not entirely accurate, that 
epithet does offer a glimpse of what’s going on in the ruins today: small factions 
laying claim to their chunk of The city and preying on anyone else foolish enough to 
come too close. of course, this can be great news for you, tomo… provided you’ve 
got the firepower to hold your own territory, or can insinuate yourself into an exist-
ing power bloc. and make no mistake: there are plenty of power blocs for you to 
choose from.

along with the remnants of asian, Hispanic and russian gangs, there are now gangs 
of hybrids and sims (and even zeeks, if rumors are to be believed), not to mention 
human supremacists and ‘representatives’ of places farther afield who want to get 
access to various abandoned resources.

Yeah… i said i’d get back to those guys.

You see, there were a number of reasons why settlers way back when decided the 
natives at Yerba Buena were in a good spot: a natural protected harbor, plenty of 
nearby lumber and agricultural land, and water. not just any old water, mind you, 
but fresh, potable water. a lot of people don’t realize there have been tensions for 
nearly two centuries over water between what was northern and southern califor-
nia. Los angeles was on some prime real estate, except it was surrounded on the 
non-ocean sides by mountains and desert. a huge aqueduct system had to be laid 
down to pump water from the north to the south from places as far afield as clear 
Lake, oroville, Berryessa and folsom. When california want kaput, so did the entire 
aqueduct system.

So there are people in frisco from the Los angeles area, trying to gain access to all 
that old infrastructure so they can get the water flowing again. and there are people 
from the north american coalition trying to make sure that doesn’t happen. and 
there are people from cascadia, who don’t particularly care, except they don’t want 
people from the nac to control things like that. and finally, there are people from 
San francisco who simply want to get all those other idiots out of their home.

fortunately (or unfortunately, as the case may be), it’s a big bad wasteland out 
there, and while it’s still easy enough to get into the central Valley by boat, none of 
the expeditions into the interior have had any reported success. There’s rumors that 
the ascending Dragon has secured the hydro electric plant at Lake Hennessey (north 
of the ruins of napa), but that remains unconfirmed.

“Boats?” you ask.

Yeah, boats. You see, there’s always been a good-sized water system running inland 
from The Bay—Sacramento and Stockton were both ports, after all—and the rising 
sea level has only made that better. Most of San francisco and its environs were built 
on hills and ridges surrounding San francisco Bay, so while the original wharves and 
marinas are now under water, most of frisco remains high and dry: a perfect place 
to launch expeditions into the central Valley… or stage pirate raids against passing 
sea traffic.

Posted 06/23/2088 17:04
>WoLfSon: Promises are almost always made 

with the best of intentions and sadly, the road to 
Hell is paved with most of those good intentions. 
and there's no denying it, tomo—unless you've 
got some serious creds stashed away somewhere 
deep in africa, what's left of north america is 
pretty much Hell. But then, so are most places in 
the world, so i guess we're in good company… or 
all stuck in it together for the long haul. Take your 
pick.

The United States had always been viewed as 
sort of a promised land—or at least a land of 
promises—but rising taxes, falling employment 
and a bunch of other factors began to seriously 
erode at public confidence. if you want to know 
the particulars, go read the history docs (or at least 
interface Zero). in any case, even though the na-
tion had been on its death bed for decades before 
the election of 2060, that was pretty much the 
moment when the rest of the world could look on 
and see how weak her pulse was.

and from there it was all downhill.

after a solid decade of not-so-civil war, national 
lines had been redrawn. Yeah, sure—the old state 
lines were still there in theory… but the reality was 
five independent nations within the boundaries of 
the the former United States (six if you count the 
scattered city states of The Southwest badlands 
as a single entity, and a bunch more if you count 
outlying territories). and each one of those places 
claims to be the 'true heir' to the good ol' U S of a; 
the torchbearers keeping americanitas alive.

okay… the actual reality is that most sprawl-
ers and wasters don't really give a crap. 
Survival is a bigger issue than pursuing some 
fanciful lost glory as far as they're concerned. 
Most Joes just want to make enough creds to 
keep themselves and any loved ones happy.

one thing that can be said with a certainty 
is life in different parts of north america is… 
well… different. not all sprawls are created 
equal, so to speak, and that's what i'm here 
to tell you about. You may have a pretty good 
idea of life in chi-town, but what about other 
places? Do you apply the same rules to Saint 
Louis as to chicago? Well… i'm gonna try to 
clarify that for you, ami.

although i'll eventually show you several 
north american cities, for now i'm going to 
focus on San francisco. Viewed by most peeps 
as just a lot of abandoned ruins, it's still a 
potential boom town. The city  holds plenty 
of promise for anyone willing to scratch a bit 
for it—in other words, there's a lot of work for 
someone willing to take a certain amount of 
risk. Just remember that 'boom' has a couple 
of different meanings.
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Posted 06/23/2088 17:11
>WoLfSon: Just to be clear on the 

numbers, figure that each district of San 
francisco has maybe between one and 
three-thousand people tied to it. chinatown 
and the Western addition actually have 
the largest concentration of people, while 
places like richmond and Sunset are virtually 
abandoned.

Posted 06/23/2088 17:13
>cHaron: There’s a conspiracy theory 

saying Socal actually offered to capitulate to 
the chinese if they’d arrange for a disintegra-
tion of norcal’s infrastructure. according 
to adherents, norcal was going to join with 
cascadia and cut off Socal’s water – if Socal 
stood to lose everything, they figured they’d 
wipe norcal off the map and then move in 
to rebuild. There’s no real evidence to sup-
port it, but like most conspiracy theories, it 
has plenty of believers.

Posted 06/23/2088 17:16
>HiDDEn_LYnX: Does anyone have any 

more info about the Lake Hennessey thing?

Posted 06/23/2088 17:18
>PaYn_Man: i gotta brah what sayz it 

didn’t be the changs, but nac troops outta 
mission took it.

Posted 06/23/2088 17:22
>cHaron: My best sources show there 

was fighting at Lake Hennessey, but the 
power plant remains non-operational. no 
one seems to know for sure who was fight-
ing, and we can only guess who – if anyone 
– is actually left there.

Posted 06/23/2088 17:38
>PaYn_Man: there don’t be shit worth 

hacking in sf anyway.

Posted 06/23/2088 17:45
>MaGPiE: Yeah there is, if u know what ur 

looking for. <3

Posted 06/23/2088 17:56
>cHaron: one man’s trash, as they say. if 

you’re looking to do long-distance infor-
mation mining, Sf is usually a bust – but 
if you’re local, there are plenty of ways to 
score big.

The roads, by contrast, haven’t fared so well. five minutes of shaking up and down 
almost the entire length of california back in ‘66 left big chunks, cracks and gouges 
in the state highways, and there’s been no department of transportation in the last 
twenty years to put things back together again. in short, the california highway sys-
tem resembles the surface of the moon more than any kind of roads. Some gangs 
have off-road battle buggies, to be sure, but their range is somewhat limited, and 
most of the bridges are now gone or unusable. So, why not air travel? Sure it exists, 
but the kind you’re probably thinking of is too expensive for most of the locals, and 
the kind most of the locals have available (balloons, dirigibles and the like) is too slow 
to be practical.

and while elements in the nac have toyed with repairing the railroads through the 
rockies and Sierras, california’s rail system was already nothing but bare bones by the 
turn of the century, and was entirely dismantled in favor of a magline by the middle 
of the century. needless to say, that magline is nothing but memories now. So if you 
want to get to any of the outlying communities, boat travel is your best bet.

in The city itself, there are a few things you might want to keep in mind as well, ami, 
since it ain’t your typical high-tech sprawl. for one thing, The Deep is pretty shallow 
here. Sure, you can access it—satellite feeds still work, and there are plenty of locals 
who still want access to their computers, if only to communicate with the outside 
world. But if you’re used to seeing hypertags all over the place, prepare yourself for a 
little dose of sensory deprivation. and if you’re used to using those hypertags to tell 
you about crap, prepare yourself for a big dose of totally ignorant. The only things 
sporting hypertags in frisco tend to be imports, and most peeps have them removed 
pretty quickly so they don’t draw any unusual attention.

tHe	Ruins	by	tHe	bay
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oh… and while you're thinking about hooking up your wiz-bang computer system, 

you'd better make sure you've got a portable generator to run the thing. The power 
grid in frisco has more holes in it than an old pair of underwear. Some of the lo-
cal warlords have managed to get power to the most important places in The city 
(well… at least on their turf), but it's unreliable at best. Some buildings have their 
own generators (assuming they've got the fuel to run them), but many peeps just 
make do with wood, kerosene and home brewed alcohol.

This also means breaking into (or out of) places is likely to involve a lot less 'hack' 
and a lot more 'slash', since computers aren't necessarily hooked up to run entire 
buildings—let alone entire neighborhoods.

Speaking of which, any credits you've got access to aren't likely to be worth spit 
in The city—consider it a byproduct of The Deep not being very deep. cash is king 
here, with gold and silver at the top of the monarchy. Most merchants will accept 
bills and coins from wherever, since they can usually be spent, but items of hard 
value can often take you farther. Most locals are willing to barter, either for goods 
or services, so if you've got skills, you're never broke.

There's also no law in San francisco. Well… no 'official' law, at any rate. The unof-
ficial law is 'Might makes right', so you can pretty much do as you please as long as 
you've got the power to back up your actions. But in practical terms, this means it's 
a good idea to know who runs the turf you're currently on, since it's their law that's 
most likely to apply. of course, if you've got enough brass to stand up to them, 
you're back to doing what you want.

Just remember a couple of things, tomo: The food chain is part of that big 'circle of 
life' and everything is prey for something else. and if you burn all your bridges, you 
might find yourself on a very small island with a lot of hot water rising fast.

LOCATIONS OF INTEREST
Bombs; earthquake; flooding… it’s safe to say San francisco has been through a 

lot. Many buildings lay in ruins or partially collapsed, and most of the roadways 
have been reduced to gravel. in spite of that, chunks of what was the old city still 
stand with, with a few exceptions. The Golden Gate Bridge is still there, although i 
wouldn’t recommend driving any vehicle heavier than… oh… a motorcycle across 
it. Technically the Bay Bridge is still there as well—but it’s mostly a crumbling struc-
ture. only the very brave or very desperate try crossing over that edifice.

out in the bay, the water now laps at the walls of alcatraz and Yerba Buena island 
is now a tiny outpost in the middle of the bay. Treasure island—connected to Yerba 
Buena by a narrow isthmus and created largely from landfill—literally liquified and 
sank into the bay during the Great Quake.

The main peninsula has fared somewhat better. as i mentioned before, the origi-
nal wharves and marinas are now under water—as is china Basin—but the coastal 
bluffs on the western side of the city served as something of a bulwark… Much of 
San francisco is still high and dry, all those hills keeping the bulk of The city well 
above water. Most of the coastal boundaries are relatively unchanged in spite of 
the rise in sea level, with the major exceptions of what was SoMa and large chunks 
of the Mission district.

Built up in a large valley, and reinforced with landfill, this area was only barely 
keeping it’s head above water, so to speak, when the Great Quake came. Much like 
Treasure island, the ground literally liquified—in mere minutes, tons of bay water 
rushed in, killing thousands and leaving Portrero Hill as a small island just off the 
east coast to mark what had once been several square miles of city.

Posted 06/23/2088 18:00
>WoLfSon: Here’s some lowdown on 

money in The city:

FRISCOnOMICS
The ruins of San francisco aren’t exactly 

‘shopper friendly’—you won’t be finding a 
Malmart hub here, and your credits are likely 
to be next to worthless in most places. if you 
can get to some of the more ‘civilized’ areas, 
some of the merchants are still hooked into 
The Deep and you can spend your creds like 
normal, but in most places you’ll either have to 
hope they accept cash (and mind you, tomo, 
paper currency is about worth the paper 
it’s printed on here), or you’ll have to barter. 
Goods you trade out are likely to be worth 
only about half what you paid for them—un-
less they’re in high demand—but you can 
always try to trade services as well. if you’ve 
got a marketable skill, you’re in like flint; 
otherwise, figure you can earn the equivalent 
of about 50 credits for an hour’s labor.

Posted 06/23/2088 18:23
>SiMBa: Don’t be misled by that ‘no law’ and 

‘might makes right’ crap. if you’re in a place 
like chinatown or Pacific Heights, you’d better 
believe they’ve got laws – and muscle to back 
them up. a good idea when you enter new 
turf is to find out who’s running the place and 
what quirky rules that honcho has set up.

Posted 06/23/2088 18:24
>KrYoMancEr_111: That sounded like the 

voice of experience.

Posted 06/23/2088 18:25
>SiMBa: Just sayin’. :-/

Posted 06/23/2088 18:40
>cHaron: if you’re an aficionado of history, 

what happened in San francisco was similar 
to the fate of Port royal, Jamaica. Treasure 
hunters are still sifting detritus from the littoral 
alluvium near Kingston.

Posted 06/23/2088 18:45
>PaYn_Man: d00d can u say that n english?

Posted 06/23/2088 18:46
>LUcifErion: Soft ground + earthquake = 

bad. You’ll be digging the city out of the bot-
tom of the ocean for a very long time. read a 
book, PaYn.

Posted 06/23/2088 18:47
>PaYn_Man: don’t gotta cuz i got the deep! 

im badass!
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Elsewhere—where the other old neighborhoods were—although things are rela-
tively intact, the emphasis has moved to the high ground. The highest hills in frisco 
are now virtually fortified bunkers overlooking the neighborhoods they control… and 
leaving the neighborhoods dependent upon whomever controls the hill.

and, even though the San francisco sprawl once functionally surrounded the entire 
bay, incorporating oakland and San Jose, now her boundaries functionally end at 
Daly city. Beyond that lay the ruins of ‘What once Was’, now deserted or inhabited 
by feral gangers. Sure, a few survivalists hang on in the hills surrounding the bay, but 
if you want anything remotely approaching civilization… Well, assuming you can’t 
make it back to Los angeles, Vegas or Denver, you’re best off staying in The city 
proper.

inside of frisco it can hardly be said there’s currently a lot of five-star shopping or 
dining venues, but there are still places to check out and things to watch out for.

CASTRO
The main gateway into this neighborhood is straight up Market Street. and i mean 

‘up’, tomo—this is the functional entrance to the San francisco highlands and marks 
where you’re likely to see more trees and bushes than buildings. Most of the other 
roads heading into castro from frisco proper have been blocked with rubble and 
debris, or mined and booby trapped to prevent ‘unauthorized’ access.

San francisco’s castro district and neighboring Haight-ashbury have long been as-
sociated with counter-culture, and in some ways that hasn’t changed. The current 
ruling faction in castro is the Union of Peace, Love and Understanding, a group that 
prides itself on defying conventions. ironically, they’re pretty heavy-handed, and you 
can expect to have any weapons confiscated unless you can sneak into their territory. 
Just don’t get caught skulking unless you’re prepared to have the UPLU beat some 
peace, love and understanding into your disrespectful head.

castro is also one of the places in frisco where you’re most likely to find hybrids, 
sims or other non-humans—the UPLU presence in the area ensures anyone viewed 
even remotely as ‘second-class’ anywhere else in the world is given preferential 
treatment. The only reason there isn’t more harmony between castro and Daly city 
is because the hybrids in Daly tend to be just a little too militant for UPLU tastes… and 
those hybrids don’t tend to be pro-sim, pro-zeek, or pro-anything-but-hybrids, which 
also runs contrary to UPLU dogma.

locations	of	inteRest

THE RAT PACK
The Rat Pack is a group of rodent hybrids 

that has (according to them) fled from Daly 
City to take refuge in Castro away from a 
'dangerous political atmosphere'. Led by a 
garrulous old rat named nicodemus, they 
are almost akin to gypsies—the Rat Pack 
enjoys entertaining crowds with song, 
dance and legerdemain in return for valu-
ables. Occasionally, the Rat Pack even ven-
tures down into the Western Addition. They 
can be a useful source of rumors and gossip, 
and even more tangible assistance… just re-
member to check your pockets afterward.

If you've got an inkling to play a rat hybrid, 
here's a template to use with the Hybrid 
rules from Interface Zero:

RAT DnA
Who's a dirty rat? You know rats are 

some of the cleanest rodents around… and 
they're cute, smart, tough and sociable. 
And that whole 'opportunistic' thing—you 
know that rats are just survivors.

• Small: Rat Hybrids tend to be 
smaller than average humans. As a 
result, they have -1 Toughness. 

• Strong Immune System: Rat Hybrids 
receive +2 to Vigor checks to resist 
poison, disease, and Fatigue.

• Survivor: Rat Hybrids start with a 
free d6 in Survival.

• Untrustworthy: no one trusts a 
rat—they suffer a -2 to Charisma 
when dealing with other races.

• Wiry: A Rat Hybrid automatically 
receives the Acrobat Edge.

Posted 06/23/2088 19:01
>LUcifErion: Hey, SiMBa... it sounds like 

you've been out there – do you have a take 
on these UPLU guys?

Posted 06/23/2088 19:06
>SiMBa: i didn't deal much with them, 

really. They reminded me of militant flower 
children, or something. The rat Pack was 
another story – they're an interesting group. 
Very entertaining, but i'd recommend 
keeping a close eye on your possessions 
if you're with them. on the other hand, 
they're pretty easy-going if you catch them 
with your stuff. What can you say about a 
group of rats that call their leader “The Big 
cheese”?

Posted 06/23/2088 19:07
>KiTTY_KaT: i can think of a few choice 

things. :p

Posted 5/23/2088 19:11
>raT_Man: The rat pack to be is sup-

posed to be in Vegas, not frisco. figures 
those guys didn’t get the memo.

Posted 5/23/2088 19:14
>HoT_SHoT: Huh? Why is that, i don’t 

get it.

Posted 5/23/2088 19:16
>raT_Man: fly me to the moon, and let 

me play among the stars.

Posted 5/23/2088 19:17
>HoT_SHoT: What? Why are you talking 

about the lunar colonies, i don’t get it!

Posted 5/23/2088 19:18
>raT_Man: Let me see what spring is like, 

on Jupiter and Mars…

Posted 5/23/2088 19:19
>HoT_SHoT: You’re not making any sense!

Posted 5/23/2088 19:20
>BiLLY_BLacK_EYES: i see we’re practicing 

our own brand of irony once again rat man.
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The buildings still standing in castro tend toward either Victorian-style houses 
or the brick and cinder block remains of the ubiquitous shops that once provided 
clothing and counter-culture paraphernalia to locals and visitors alike. any 'new' 
buildings are usually shabby imitations of the houses, as their multi-roomed con-
struction serves well for the communal living popular to the UPLU. The stone struc-
tures serve as places to store goods, or as defensible positions in the event of an 
attack.

The castro lacks what could be called a great defensible position, so the locals 
keep a constant lookout from Buena Vista Heights. There are positions around the 
hill commanding some pretty strategic views of The city.

There aren't too many 'points of interest' in castro unless you're gauging security, 
but if you're in with the UPLU you can find a modicum of hospitality:

• Buena Vista Heights: There is no single 'perfect' vista on Buena Vista 
Heights, so the UPLU have set up several bunkers at strategic points 
to keep an all-around watch. a typical bunker is built of salvaged 
stone and corrugated steel, reinforced with sandbags. Bunk rooms 
are dug into the hillside, and usually about a dozen 'watchmen' are 
stationed in a bunker at any given time. in addition to personal arms, 
the watchmen also tend to have one or two heavy weapons (usually 
machine guns) for defense.

• End of Market: Well… technically you're in UPLU territory before you 
hit the end of Market Street, but at the point where Market becomes 
Portola Drive is where the 'official' entry point is located. This is the 
only entrance to castro that isn't blocked or booby trapped, and any-
one seeking entry must be cleared by the watchmen at the check-

Posted 5/23/2088 19:22
>KiTTY_KaT: i’m in good with the UPLU, 

once you establish yourself as someone 
they can trust you’ll be able to come and 
go as you please. The trust isn’t the easiest 
earned however. one of the best ways to 
get it though is to pitch in and help out.

Posted 5/23/2088 19:27
>Doc_HoLiDaY: There are rumors saying 

cascadia has been sending aid packets 
to the UPLU as well. cascadia is the most 
accepting country in all of north america 
when it comes to Hybrids, and the UPLU’s 
beliefs tend to align with their own.
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point. The UPLU does allow a trading post just outside the gate where 
some goods may be bought and sold, and there's a cheap hotel that's 
been built there as well (bearing the name 'End of Market'). This is as 
far into castro as most peeps can get without being indoctrinated into 
the Union of Peace, Love and Understanding.

• The Free Entity Club: on the other hand, if you're considered 'accept-
able' by the UPLU, you can get up to Haight and ashbury where the 
free Entity club is located. Here's where they keep the better beds 
and booze (they also have 'free companions' there as well… although 
they're hardly free). The fare here is good, but unless you share UPLU 
values you'd best keep your mouth shut—a typical evening usually 
includes someone singing (or chanting) about how terrible everyone 
else in the world is, and how wonderful life would be if only the whole 
world took part in the UPLU way. anyone who dissents is likely to be 
the next evening's entertainment, as they are humiliated and ban-
ished. This is also the best place to hook up with members of the rat 
Pack.

CHINATOWN
Back in the day, San francisco’s chinatown was nearly iconic as a little slice of chi-

nese culture in the heart of an american city. now it’s just a little slice of chinese cul-
ture. centered on columbus avenue and Telegraph Hill, this neighborhood consists 
of what was both chinatown and north Beach, with its boundaries roughly running 
from what’s left of Market Street, along the east side of nob Hill to the south side of 

russian Hill and then out to the current waterfront.

chinatown is the indisputable territory of the ascend-
ing Dragon Tong, which controls everything from the 
boating and fishing traffic to the local law enforce-
ment. Yeah, i say ‘Tong’ but as far as i know, ascend-
ing Dragon has long since cut or lost ties to what ever 

Triad originally sponsored it. in any case, 
the Tong has ensured that chinatown is 

the closest thing to ‘proper’ civilization 
in The city—if you consider teams of 
slaves and oxen helping to move the old 

cable cars up and down the hills to be 
proper civilization.

on the other hand, chinatown has 
the largest selection of imported goods 
in the area as the ascending Dragon has 
made various trade agreements with 
the surrounding neighborhoods… espe-

cially the ones with ties to places farther 
afield, like cascadia or the nac.

chinatown also has about the largest 
concentrated population in the San fran-
cisco area. But if you’re thinking about how 
great that is, you might also want to con-
sider the fact that chinatown is also a tiny 
microcosm of the world at large in another 

respect: The privileged are few. in fact, the 
majority of people in chinatown are in ser-

vitude—if not outright slavery—to 
someone else. The only ‘bright’ 

Posted 06/23/2088 19:32
>SiMBa: @ LUcifErion: This is the sort of 

stuff i was talking about earlier. The UPLU 
makes it a point to keep a couple of good-
looking people of both genders in the lobby 
of the End of Market hotel to chat up travel-
ers. They'll invite you out for a little social 
get-together which turns out to be an UPLU 
meeting where a motivational speaker will try 
to 'enlighten' you to the joys of Peace, Love 
and Understanding. if you don't seem to be 
wholly sold on the indoctrination, you aren't 
getting past the gates without someone as-
signed as a 'minder' – and they're damn good 
at knowing if you're wholly sold. i wouldn't be 
surprised if they've got a Peek or two keeping 
tabs.

Posted 06/23/2088 19:46
>MaGPiE: oMG... they have slaves? That's 

not very nice. :((

Posted 06/23/2088 19:49
>cHaron: Welcome to the real world, 

MaGPiE. actually, for those who like to sub-
scribe to diverse conspiracy theories, there 
are rumors of a 'slaver railroad' that is willing 
to provide 'product' to organizations like the 
ascending Dragon.

Posted 06/23/2088 19:50
>SiMBa: i'm not sure how true that is, but 

i can say i have no idea where the tong was 
getting it's free labor from – it's not like i saw 
anyone out hunting. i suppose some may be 
born into it, but i tried to keep my nose clean 
in that area, just in case.

Posted 5/23/2088 19:51
>orion:@SiMBa: Laying it on abit thick 

aren’t we Simba? The UPLU isn’t a cult, and 
they’re not trying to “indoctrinate” anyone. 
Let me give you a counter view of what’s 
actually going on. The UPLU is actually inter-
ested in promoting peace between folks, and 
yeah they have some fruity hippy viewpoints 
too. They’re not stupid however, and they 
can’t just trust anyone coming into what is 
one of the most safe and civilized areas in 
frisco. The escort or “minders” as Simba calls 
them, are actually assigned to those folks the 
UPLU doesn’t fully trust yet. You can bet your 
ass the escort is trained in combat, and will be 
watching you like a hawk to make sure you’re 
not actually there to cause trouble. 

Posted 5/23/2088 19:51
>SiSTEr_Sin: it’s sick what goes on in 

chinatown really. its hard to believe everyone 
else just lets this go on. The UPLU, the Daly 
Hybrids, why doesn’t anyone take them out?
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spot about that is the ascending Dragon isn’t biased about who they subjugate. 
Humans, hybrids, sims… it’s all the same: if you aren’t at the top of the pecking 
order, you serve someone else.

as i mentioned, the flavor here is decidedly chinese—even the buildings that 
have been rebuilt are styled and decorated with an asian flair. Mind you, that 
doesn’t mean everybody in the neighborhood is chinese… north Beach was an 
old italian neighborhood, and plenty of other non-asians were assimilated as 
well. But, in all fairness, if you’re in chinatown, you’re likely to do better and rise 
higher if you’re chinese.

Being a ‘center of civilization’ within San francisco, chinatown has a number of 
amenities—even more if you can get into the district proper:

• Coit Tower: Sitting atop Telegraph Hill, coit Tower has long been a San 
francisco landmark. although it was damaged in the quake, it has since 
been repaired and now serves several functions for the ascending Drag-
on—particularly as a watchtower and a light house. Under normal cir-
cumstances, only the soldiers of the ascending Dragon are allowed into 
the tower, and rumors abound of secret and sacred treasures hidden in 
the bowels of the structure. i can’t vouch for that, but i can say the area 
around coit Tower is one of the deeper ones in San francisco’s limited 
Hr and there’s a rather nasty (both in terms of strength and tempera-
ment) Dragon ai aspect protecting the virtual domain.

• Dragon Gate: This is another landmark that survived the Great 
Quake—largely due to solid construction and a comparatively 
small size. it is held in a certain amount of reverence by the locals, 
and is the ‘technical’ entry point to chinatown proper along Grant 
avenue and just north of Union Square. a number of noodle hous-
es and a couple of inns now stand on either side of the gateway.

• The Terminus: officially, this is called the Palace of the ascend-
ing Dragon, and is a structure built after the Great Quake. it took 
fifteen years to complete, and marks the farthest point the cable 
cars run (the original turnabout is now under several feet of wa-
ter).  The courtyard of the Terminus leads into the Palace, and it 
is here the leaders of the ascending Dragon meet and determine 
their policies. Side buildings have been constructed and set aside 
for visiting dignitaries—if you find yourself housed in one of these, 
count yourself important, lucky or both. Most outsiders found in 
this area are ‘housed’ in damp vaults underneath the Palace.

• Union Square: By contrast, this is the area most outsiders tend 
to visit for purposes of trading. Even though many of the original 
structures were partially or totally destroyed in the quake, there 
was enough left to rebuild much of the Square to usefulness. The 
original three towers of the St. francis Hotel still stand (although 
only the lower floors are still safe to use), and the building still 
serves as a resting place for traveling merchants and traders. Sev-
eral trading houses keep permanent shops on the Square as well. 
additionally, since most everything south of Market Street is now 
underwater, Union Square sits just across from the current water-
front—although only shallow-draft vessels can dock here without 
fear of striking underwater debris.

• Wong’s Happy Garden: This building, just to the south of Drag-
on Gate, is a family-owned inn that is favored by travelers in the 
know—it’s near enough to Union Square to be practical, and far 
enough to be less chaotic. The ground floor serves as a bar and 
noodle house run by Wong, his wife and six daughters, while the 

Posted 5/23/2088 19:52
>SiMBa: Simple numbers, the UPLU don’t 

have the military experience, and getting all 
of the Daly Hybrids to agree on anything is 
well, like herding cats. it’s the same lack of 
care which goes on everywhere else in the 
world.

Posted 5/23/2088 20:00
>EaGLE_EYE: it’s one of the reasons the 

Dragon ascendant tong works against any 
form of re-unification with any greater pow-
ers. if cascadia reclaims frisco, if L.a. man-
ages to take it over, hell even the nac coming 
in would shut them down rapidly.

Posted 06/23/2088 20:20
>KrYoMancEr_111: i had cause to be 

in frisco not too long ago. The St. francis is 
about as good a hotel as anywhere; maybe 
even better than some since they don't have 
the high-and-mighty attitude of some of the 
so-called civilized places i've seen.

Posted 06/23/2088 20:32
>criMSon_VELVET: What in the hell biz 

took you to that hole in the wastelands?

Posted 06/23/2088 20:33
>KrYoMancEr_111: nada, VELVET. Just 

needed a vacation.

Posted 06/23/2088 20:34
>criMSon_VELVET: Yeah. right.

Posted 06/23/2088 20:38
>SiMBa: Thanks for that, BTW, KrYoMan.
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rooms on the upper two floors are rented out to travelers… sometimes 
on a permanent or semi-permanent basis. There is a rumor that the 
elder Wong is less than happy with the ascending Dragon’s policies, 
but if this is true, i’ve never seen any indication of it.

DALY CITY
Sheltered by San Bruno Mountain from the main force of the nuclear blast, Daly city 

was left relatively intact compared to any place south of the mountain. not that much 
was left after the earthquake. although Daly city was technically not part of the San 
francisco municipality, today such things make little difference and it gets lumped 
into what civilization remains in the frisco area.

of course, i use the term ‘civilization’ somewhat loosely when it comes to Daly city. 
once you pass the arena, you’re in territory claimed by hybrids, and they don’t take 
too kindly to interlopers… for that matter, they often don’t take too kindly to each 
other, leading to packs of canine hybrids brawling with feline hybrids and rodent hy-
brids ganging up on the loser. in short, there are all sorts of hybrids roaming the ruins 
of Daly city and banding together in their own little gangs, but they don’t tend to get 
along.

The undisputed center of hybrid activity is San Bruno Mountain, where a council of 
various chimeras plot, plan, bicker and argue. While they have no ‘official’ name, the 
rat Pack in castro mockingly refers to the San Bruno consortium as the “national 
independence Movement for Hybrids”.

at any rate, while San Bruno Mountain is their ‘home’, the hybrids also claim all the 
territory that once comprised Daly city—even if it’s just a bunch of ruins and rubble 
for the most part. The good news is they aren’t all brutish barbarians, so there’s a 
chance they might be willing to talk; the bad news is there’s seldom anything they 
want from ‘pinkies’ (as the Daly hybrids are fond of calling normal humans), so you 
may not have much bartering room. oh… and watch your back, tomo, or you might 
find yourself in the middle of a hybrid gang war.

Because the locals don’t take too kindly to outsiders, there aren’t many places to 
hang out unless you’re a mutt, but you may want to be aware of a couple of places:

• Cow Palace: it could arguably be said that the cow Palace was one of 
the few places to benefit from the Great Quake. originally constructed 
as an indoor amphitheater, the arena’s glory days were far behind it 
and lost to nearly a hundred years of attempted real estate deals and 
development plans that consistently fell through due to various poli-
tics. Then came the quake. now, the cow Palace is more of an open air 
amphitheater sitting on the border of hybrid and human territory and 
used as a combination trade market and coliseum. Justice (such as it 
is) is often dispensed here, and fights are often held for that purpose 
or—often as not—for simple entertainment. You can find some sort of 
contact ‘sport’ going on here at least once a week, and the rest of the 
time there are vendor stalls to be found all over the arena.

• San Bruno Mountain: although the ruins of Daly city are claimed by 
the hybrids, their ‘real’ territory is in the heights of San Bruno Moun-
tain. overlooking all of the surrounding territory—including the blast-
ed devastation to the south—most of the rebuilding in the area has 
taken place in the mountain’s woodlands. although easily accessible, 
you probably shouldn’t expect to get very far without running into pa-
trols… and you certainly shouldn’t expect a warm welcome when you 
meet them. The good news is most hybrids aren’t actually animals, and 
if you’ve got something they want (and if they trust you), you may actu-
ally be welcomed.

Posted 06/23/2088 20:45
>KiTTY_KaT: Great. Someone finally sets 

up Hybrid Heaven and it's in Bf nowhere. 
and then this joker makes off like we're 
always fighting each other.

Posted 06/23/2088 20:48
>SiMBa: @ KiTTY_KaT: i don't have any-

thing personal against hybrids, so i'll just tell 
you from experience: They get along with 
each other as well as anyone else in the rest 
of the world, but in San francisco they get 
along with each other as well as anyone 
else in The city. Which is to say, they don't.

Posted 06/23/2088 20:49
>KiTTY_KaT: awesome... not.

Posted 06/23/2088 20:55
>DV_8: What's so mocking about “nation-

al independence Movement for Hybrids”?

Posted 06/23/2088 20:56
>SiMBa: The rat Pack says, “What goes on 

behind closed doors at the consortium is 
the secret of niMH.”

Posted 06/23/2088 20:57
>LUcifErion: *facEPaLM*

Posted 06/23/2088 21:02
>PaYn_Man: rofLMao! thats effin funny 

the freak d00ds use the coW palace!

Posted 06/23/2088 21:03
>KiTTY_KaT: no it isn't, homer.

Posted 06/23/2088 21:04
>LUcifErion: @ PaYn_Man: The word 

you're looking for is 'ironic'. Go look it up. 
and stop hating on this feed if you want to 
stay on.
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MISSION
as i mentioned earlier, large portions of the original Mission district ended up 

underwater during the Great Quake… but Mission and neighboring South Mission 
covered a large portion of San francisco, and so it remains a sizable neighborhood.

The original Mission Delores which gave the area its name was built just far enough west 
and just high enough to be spared the flooding, and amazingly only suffered minor structural 
damage during the quake. Since then, the mission itself has become the fortified bunker of the 
Sons of robert, a quasi-theocratic group that largely controls the district. The Sons also have a 
fortified position on Bernal Heights Summit, which gives them undisputed control of the mi-
crowave tower there—and grants the Sons superb communications ability in Mission, as well 
as communications access to any available satellites.

The former Mission District itself is a tumbled-down jumble of old and crumbling buildings, 
largely inhabited by gangers and refugees. Since the Sons of robert are well-organized, well-
supplied and well-armed, they can easily defend their territory and so have the strong support 
of area locals who have accepted the Sons’ ‘doctrine’, thereby qualifying for protection.

of course, you should bear in mind the Son’s doctrine declaims ‘impure humans’, which trans-
lates to hybrids, sims, zeeks, androids, and pretty much anyone else not ‘normal’ as well as 
those who would consort, succor or aid them. in other words, if you aren’t an honest-to-God 
human in the eyes of the Sons, don’t expect any of that protection to be forthcoming—unless 
you’re willing to subsume any rights or personal freedoms you might be accustomed to.

However, there is a group of self-proclaimed ‘freedom fighters’ operating out of the Sher-
wood forest area of Mount Davidson who oppose the Sons of robert and their human-centric 
doctrine. This gang, The Hoods, is small but enjoys a certain amount of popular support.

although hardly ‘civilized’, Mission has a few places of note and even a place or 
two to rest and relax:

• Bernal Heights Command Post: The bunker at the top of Bernal 
Heights Summit is heavily fortified and protected by the Sons of rob-
ert as it surrounds the microwave tower. over the last several years, 
they’ve invested time and resources to build a durable concrete and 
steel barrier with raised positions mounting heavy weapons—some 
of which are even automated. aside from the formidable physical de-
fenses, there is a fair bit of Hyper reality depth here, and the bunker 
is heavily defended in The Deep as well. There is some debate as to 
whether or not the archdeacon of the Sons resides here or at Mis-
sion Delores, but no one doubts the Sons’ determination to hold this 
particular piece of ground.

• Mission Delores: Even though the mission was damaged during the 
Great Quake, it was still left standing—albeit with more of a water-
front proximity. The walls of the mission have been repaired and re-
inforced, and Mission Delores has become the unofficial gateway for 
anyone entering the area. Land travel further west can be danger-
ous as it skirts UPLU territory, and most water-borne traffic lets off 
in the small inlet now just south of the mission. Hospitality can be 
found here… although i should warn you i suspect the kindness of 
the missionaries allows for them to gain information from travelers—
and perhaps even run some checks, since the Sons of robert have a 
good communications relay. it still might be a good idea to stop in 
if you’re traveling through, though: information is a two-way street, 
and anyone avoiding the mission tends to be viewed with suspicion. 
The price for simple food and lodging is cheap: you must listen to a 
sermon with your meal.

Posted 06/23/2088 21:18
>arcHanGEL: if the Sons are so well armed, 

why aren't they running the show?

Posted 06/23/2088 21:19
>SiMBa: i didn't deal much in Mission, but 

my impression was that there couldn't have 
been much more than a hundred of them in 
the area, tops. if they tried to spread over the 
whole peninsula, they'd be spread too thin.

Posted 06/23/2088 21:21
>cHaron: Perhaps this is more rumor and 

hearsay, but i've been led to understand the 
'Sons of robert' are more interested in the 
microwave tower than the actual ruins.
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• Robert’s: a little more relaxed than Mission Delores, and farther 

south, robert’s is a good second choice for a secure place to spend 
the night and get food, drink and information. Make no mistake—
the inn has strong ties to the Sons, and paladins stationed on Ber-
nal Heights often frequent the place, so you’ll still want to mind your 
manners. But if you’d rather not indulge in being preached at, you’re 
better off paying a bit and staying here.

• The Fox Den: Mount Davidson is the highest natural point in San fran-
cisco, and topped with a 103-foot tall cement and steel cross. The fox 
Den is high on the densely wooded slopes of Mount Davidson, and be 
warned: if the locals so much as think you’re working for the Sons of 
robert, you won’t make it here without a fight. The club is rumored to 
be a meeting point for the Hoods, and as long as you aren’t perceived 
as a threat you’ll be readily welcomed; you can find lodging here as 
well, for a price. Don’t ask about robyn or the Hoods, though, unless 
you’ve got legitimate business.

PACIFIC HEIGHTS
Pacific Heights, as the name implies, is largely on high ground. What this meant for 

the locals over time is that flooding wasn’t a big issue, although there were some 
landslides as a result of the Great Quake. at this point the area consists of what 
were the neighborhoods of Pacific Heights, russian Hill and cow Hollow—the Ma-
rina would have fallen into this district as well, but has long been under water. The 
few Marina buildings that remained standing in spite of the flooding succumbed to 
the quake.

The lone exception is the Palace of fine arts. The classical stone structure—es-
pecially the great arched dome—still looms over the water like ancient ruins. and 
like ancient ruins, many rumors have spread about things lost or left behind. The 
Exploratorium once housed there contained many working examples of science 
and technology, and there are still those who remain convinced that secrets which 
would help rebuild the city—or aid in the controlling of it—lie under the waters sur-
rounding the Palace.

Posted 06/23/2088 21:45
>BiLLY_BLacK_EYES: Wait a minute. You 

mean to tell me there's actually a place there 
called 'Sherwood forest'?

Posted 06/23/2088 21:46
>SiMBa: Yep. actually, i gather it used to be 

a housing development on the south side of 
Mount Davidson, with street given names like 
'nottingham'.

Posted 06/23/2088 21:49
>MaGPiE: i don't get it. whats the joke? 0_0?

Posted 06/23/2088 21:51
>LUcifErion: Doesn't anybody read any 

more?

Posted 06/23/2088 21:52
>criMSon_VELVET: only the feeds, honey.

Posted 5/23/3088 21:55
>arcHanGEL: i hear rumors a group of bio-

horrors effected by the nanites and radiation 
and everything else took up residence in the 
fine arts building. it’s one of the reasons why 
nobody’s made it back with these “treasures”.
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The Pacific Heights neighborhood is largely controlled by a paramilitary group 

operating out of what’s left of fort Mason (which call themselves, quite originally, 
‘the Masonists’); their control extends out to alcatraz and angel island as well. 
although the Masonists’ main base is on the headland at fort Mason, they also 
maintain a lookout point on russian Hill as well as one on the Heights, overlooking 
the Presidio.

The Masonists tend to be a paranoid lot, but that doesn’t mean you can’t catch a 
little hospitality here and there—if you keep your nose clean and obey the Grand 
Master. Some places to watch for:

• Alcatraz: Even with the risen sea level, the walls of alcatraz still 
stand above the waters of the bay—in fact the rocky island and its 
resident fortress weathered the Great Quake quite well. although 
some of the lowest chambers have flooded, the courtyards and up-
per buildings are still quite useable… and if rumor is to be believed, 
it is still quite used by the enigmatic Grand Master of the Masonists. 
Whether true or not, the Masonists certainly use the island as a 
secure fortification, and many of the people taken there for ‘ques-
tioning’ have simply never returned.

• Angel Island: What makes alcatraz even more eerie to some is the 
fact angel island is where the Masonists dump their usual criminals 
or undesirables. in some ways, it’s reasonably humane as the old 
military buildings and the island’s natural resources make survival 
possible—if somewhat rough. on the other hand, if one doesn’t 
have the skills or wherewithal to fend for one’s self, survival isn’t 
very likely over the long term. and even though escape isn’t impos-
sible, it’s unlikely without outside assistance, and Masonist patrols 
by boat are common enough to complicate such an occurrence.

• Fort Mason: There’s some debate over whether the Masonists took 
their name from the fort, or if they took the fort because of their 
name, or if it was just plain serendipity. Whatever the case, the 
still-accessible upper portion of fort Mason is claimed to be the 
headquarters of the group. although there are people scratching 
out a living outside of the fortified compound, all sanctioned trade 
and diplomacy must occur with the Masonists inside the compound 
walls (razor wire… what ever). There are some amenities like food 
and lodging in fort Mason, but expect to be under near-constant 
surveillance while you’re there.

PORTRERO ISLAND
Between the rising sea levels and the Great Quake, a few areas that were once 

part of San francisco proper were relegated to the role of islands—Portrero and 
rincon Hills in particular. although most of these areas are still tenuously con-
nected together by the remains of the old highways, they are more safely and 
easily reached by boat, which is how the scavengers who now lay claim to the area 
typically do it.

The areas claimed by the Portrero Scavengers also include Yerba Buena island 
and The ruins. other than the shacks and shanties built from the bits and pieces 
salvaged from the rubble, there aren’t any major structures still standing on most 
of the islands… Well, unless you count the ‘Embassy Building’ the Scavengers have 
created from a surviving building on the ‘mainland’ at Bayview Heights.

The ruins are another case altogether. Mostly consisting of the stumps and skel-
etons of the buildings once considered a part of San francisco’s skyline, these 

Posted 06/23/2088 22:09
>D-V8: Sounds like anyone ballsy enough 

to get into that Exploratorium thing 
could find a veritable treasure trove of 
sci87@#*(%&@#.....That's a load of crap. 
all anyone could find there is the remains 
of strobe lights and convex dishes. [System 
Protocol:\Signal Trace\identification: avatar 
Hypertag=“SanDMan”]

>>Sorry guys. That prick was in and out 
before i could do anything. are you still 
there D-V8?>>SYSoP

Posted 06/23/2088 22:10
>D-V8: it's all good... i'm still here. He just 

hijacked my signal for a second.

Posted 06/23/2088 22:11
>KiTTY_KaT: The jerk could have just 

logged on.

Posted 06/23/2088 22:12
>arcHanGEL: i hate to tell you this, but 

he's following the feed, logged on or not. 
The guy's good.

>>i'll boost the firewalls, and i 
guess i'll have to unleash BanZai_
BEZErKEr.>>SYSoP

Posted 06/23/2088 22:13
>BanZai_BEZErKEr: YEaH! HE'S a BiG 

PricK anD aLL HiS PEniS BE oUrS!

Posted 06/23/2088 22:14
>KiTTY_KaT: i'm So happy it's already 

come to this. *roLLEYES*
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knots of steel and concrete wreckage are a favorite haunt of the Scavengers, as 
they occasionally yield some highly profitable salvage. Long abandoned computer 
systems might hold less tangible treasures for the truly enterprising, but the Potrero 
Scavengers take their territorial rights pretty seriously… if you catch my drift.

Portrero is dangerous for other reasons than simply gangs of scavengers, as well. 
Hunters Point shared the fate of SoMa and Mission, having largely been created 
from landfill at low elevations, and although the naval shipyard once housed there 
had long been closed the region was known to be filled with toxic waste. What this 
means for you, tomo, is don’t drink the water. i wouldn’t advise eating anything 
grown there, either, and it wouldn’t be a bad idea to have yourself checked for con-
tamination after dealing with any locals. although most of the problems picked up 
from toxic releases aren’t contagious, it never hurts to be safe.

The Portrero Scavengers are nothing if not traders, so they have taken a few pains 
to build some amenities for visitors—just don’t trespass in places you’re not wel-
come, tomo:

• Bayview Consulate: after the Great Quake, Bayview Heights was an-
other San francisco neighborhood that suddenly found itself with a 
waterfront—in fact, the entire area is now a small hilly peninsula jut-
ting out from just south of Mission. The Portrero Scavengers have 
used this to their advantage, creating a mainland ‘base of opera-
tions’ where locals and travelers are encouraged to do their trading. 
although outsiders aren’t prevented from going to the main island, 
the consulate is where all proper business is conducted—even if it is 
less of a consulate and more of an open air market built up from the 
wreckage left behind after the quake.

• Pub Portrero: This is a fine example of the type of watering hole you 
can find if you visit Portrero island. The locals tend to be friendly, if a 
little close, so you shouldn’t have too many problems if your coin is 
good, so to speak. on the other hand, i’d advise caution when drink-
ing the local beers: if you don’t order the ‘good’ stuff, it’s likely to be 
watered down… and as i mentioned before, the local water can be 
somewhat toxic.

• The Ruins: The ruins are what’s left of San francisco’s financial Dis-
trict: the skeletal stumps and remains of the downtown skyscrapers 
jutting up from bay’s shallows just off the chinatown coast. Even 
though The ruins are technically a no man’s land, the Portrero Scav-
engers have laid claim to them—something that initially led to a few 
run ins with the ascending Dragon until the chinatown denizens de-
cided there wasn’t really anything there of enough value to continue 
fighting over. But the scavengers continue to launch expeditions from 
The Hub (their base on rincon island), and occasionally they come 
back with something of moderate value.

• Yerba Buena Island: Yerba Buena island can now only be reached 
by boat, or by a very daring trek across the first third of the twisted 
wreckage of the Bay Bridge. it’s also claimed by the Portrero Scaven-
gers, who now largely use it as a staging area to dive to the north in 
search of sunken debris from Treasure island.

PRESIDIO
San francisco’s Presidio had a long history as a military base, followed by a rela-

tively brief stint as a national Park. now, it’s pretty much a military base again—al-
though the members of the cascadia Expeditionary force stationed there maintain 
they are simply on an observation and peace-keeping mission.

Some people disagree and accuse cascadia of lying, but these are mostly (and 

Posted 06/23/2088 22:28
>SiMBa: Just so you know, i also tried to 

keep a low profile when i was dealing with 
these Masonist idiots. The word 'paranoid' 
doesn't quite to them justice. i suspect the 
2090 print of Webster's will have a picture 
of their Grand Master next to the word 
'paranoid'.

Posted 06/23/2088 22:30
>LUcifErion: That bad, eh?

Posted 06/23/2088 22:31
>SiMBa: Worse, actually. i met a peddler 

in the area who was trying to make a name 
as an information broker. The day after i 
spoke with him at the fort Mason Trade 
compound, he vanished. i have no idea if 
he's on angel island or at the bottom of The 
Bay. i couldn't find any news about the guy, 
and i didn't dare push too hard.

Posted 06/23/2088 22:40
>SiMBa: The Portrero bunch is actually 

one of the easier groups in The city to deal 
with. They can be a little territorial, but 
they know they need outsiders to sell to, so 
they try to keep it cool when you're in their 
camps.

Posted 06/23/2088 22:45
>BiLLY_BLacK_EYES: Why am i not 

surprised someone would build a neighbor-
hood on a toxic waste dump. i guess the 
question is whether or not the navy was 
actually finished with its testing.

Posted 06/23/2088 22:47
>KrYoMancEr_111: aye, tomo... and i 

wouldn't recommend the local fish either. 
Unless you've got some serious high-tech 
purifiers with you.

Posted 06/23/2088 22:48
>SiMBa: now THaT sounded like the voice 

of experience. :-p

Posted 06/23/2088 22:50
>KrYoMancEr_111: Don't remind me.
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locations	of	inteRest
predictably) from either Los angeles or the north american coalition. Go figure.

at any rate, while the cEf hasn’t refit any of the shore batteries, they have oc-
cupied a number of the forts and outbuildings, as well as reinforced fort Scott and 
built an observation post on robb Hill. However, they have refused so far to become 
involved in any of The city’s politics, nor have they thrown their support behind any 
group within the city… not that there haven’t been any overtures from said groups.

all things considered, since the Presidio largely consisted of campgrounds, golf 
greens and tourist centers by the time of the nukes and the quake, the area suf-
fered relatively little from the destruction. in fact, some of the area has proved to 
be fertile ground for the limited agriculture carried out by the Expeditionary force.

While the cEf doesn’t exactly encourage ‘visitors’, they aren’t unfriendly either 
and if you’ve got no problems with cascadia (or visa versa) you can find refuge 
within the Presidio. Some points of interest:

• Fort Point Ruins: originally, fort Point was a sturdy naval base in the 
south side of the bay’s mouth. it never saw any action and was de-
commissioned, eventually sinking beneath the rising waters of the 
sea. for the most part it gets ignored, but there are still treasure 
seekers who think there might be some salvage of value if they can 
get to the point and make the dive.

• Fort Scott: although this base was built largely for coastal defense, 
the cascadia Expeditionary force is a little more concerned with pre-
venting incursions from The city at the moment. While the coastal 
bunkers make for good defensive positions, most of the cEf’s heavy 
weapons are currently directed more to the south and east. although 
fort Scott was converted to a state park, as the civil war heated up 
the site was once more militarized, and weapons moved back in. The 
quake was what closed down the base again. Some of the buildings 
on the grounds of the fort have been rebuilt to house cEf troops, as 
well as any visitors, but the biggest strategic value of fort Scott is its 
direct access to the Golden Gate Bridge.

• Robb Hill: robb Hill is the highest point in the Presidio, which gives 
it a certain strategic value. Up until the war, the site was used as a 
campground inside the boundaries of San francisco, so much of the 
land had been cleared of excess trees and brush. Since the cEf moved 
in, they’ve built a command and communications bunker on top of 
the hill to allow for a little more strategic and tactical advantage. in 
the event of an attack, this would be the most defended position, 
with the bridge coming in a close second.

• The Golden Gate Bridge: as i said earlier, the iconic Golden Gate 
Bridge got rattled up pretty good during the Great Quake, but it’s still 
standing. The cEf has spent a little effort on repairs, although the 
bridge isn’t really sturdy enough at the moment to run… say… tanks 
and artillery across it. But it is usable to run light vehicles across, 
which means some supplies can be brought in by ground. Groups like 
the Masonists and the angels of Mercy look at the Golden Gate with 
covetous eyes, but for now it remains firmly in the hands of the cEf.

RICHMOND
The area of San francisco once consisting of richmond, Seacliff, Golden Gate Park 

and Sutro Heights is now largely an empty expanse of wilderness and ruins, fought 
over by a handful of factions—particularly nuevo francisco and the angels of Mercy.

Posted 06/23/2088 23:07
>cHaron: The ruins of San francisco's 

financial District could have some potentially 
interesting things lying around them. Some 
of those corporations had to clear out pretty 
quickly and didn't get everything out of their 
basements, or so i've been told.

Posted 06/23/2088 23:15
>SiMBa: The cEf peeps are friendly enough, 

if a little unhelpful at times: they've got this 
'Prime Directive' thing going, so they don't 
want to get involved in anything. on the 
other hand, since they've still got a pipeline to 
cascadia, the Presidio is one of the few places 
in San francisco where you can still spend 
your good old credits without any problems.

Posted 5/23/2088 23:20
>EaGLE_EYE: Don’t believe the cEf is being 

completely apolitical for a second. The Union 
receives aid packets discreetly from these 
guys, as do the Hybrids in Daly and the broth-
erhood of conservators. it’s all hush, hush, 
but cascadia wants frisco, and is laying the 
ground work for the day they show up.

Posted 5/23/2088 23:22
>criMSon_VELVET: rumor has it cascadian 

commandos have been training groups like 
robyn’s hoods, and providing them some 
firepower as well.

Posted 5/23/2088 23:27
>WiDoW_MaKEr: This is starting to sound 

like conspiracy and BS, are you sure about 
this?

Posted 5/23/2088 23:30
>EaGLE_EYE: My sources are pretty ac-

curate. if you’re ever in trouble with some of 
the groups like the Tong, you might find your-
self receiving some discreet aid from unlikely 
sources. That is of course, if you’re working in 
line with cascadian ideals.

Postd 5/23/2088 23:32
>KiTTY_KaT: and just what are cascadian 

ideals?

Posted 5/23/2088 23:33
>nEon_BriGHT: Sex, drugs, and rock and 

roll, what else?Sam
ple 
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